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Abstract

This paper proposes a method for reconstructing a
smooth and accurate 3D surface. Recent machine vi-
sion techniques can reconstruct accurate 3D points and
normals of an object. The reconstructed point cloud
is used for generating its 3D surface by surface recon-
struction. The more accurate the point cloud, the more
correct the surface becomes. For improving the surface,
how to integrate existing techniques for point recon-
struction is proposed. Specifically, robust and dense
reconstruction with Shape-from-Silhouettes (SfS) and
accurate stereo reconstruction are integrated. Unlike
gradual shape shrinking by space carving, our method
obtains 3D points by SfS and stereo independently and
accepts the correct points reconstructed. Experimental
results show the improvement by our method.

1 Introduction

Human motion capture by multiple cameras is use-
ful for various applications such as producing 3D
video contents, computer-assisted physical rehabilita-
tion, and so on. For human motion capture, sev-
eral techniques are required (e.g. camera calibration,
3D reconstruction, texture mapping, pose estimation).
Among all, we focus on 3D reconstruction.

3D reconstruction from multiviews is still a hot is-
sue in machine vision. It is briefly classified into two
classes: Shape-From-Silhouettes (SfS) and Stereopsis.

In SfS, multiview silhouettes of a target object are
projected to a 3D space and then their intersection is
regarded as the volume of the object, which is called
a visual hull. While SfS is fast, robust, and able to
get dense and smooth points, the visual hull might
include false-positives in the concave regions of the ob-
ject shape. These false-positives are unavoidable due
to the nature of SfS.

In stereopsis, image windows that match between
multiviews are found in order to compute the distance
to the 3D points that projected onto those windows. In
principle, every point where multiview matching is es-
tablished can be reconstructed. Difficulty in matching
is caused in textureless or uniquely-textured regions.
This difficulty results in sparse and incorrect points.

This paper proposes how to integrate the advantages
of the above two schemes; silhouette constraint of SfS
and photometric consistency of stereopsis. While ex-
isting algorithms refine the visual hull in an iterative
manner using 3D positions and photo consistency, our
new contribution is 1) direct shape carving towards the
point cloud for avoiding local optima in iteration and
2) using surface normals for robust shape carving.
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Figure 1. Shape from Silhouettes.

2 Basic Methods for 3D Surface Recon-
struction

This section introduces existing algorithms for 3D
surface reconstruction and their known problems,
which are resolved in our proposed method.

2.1 Shape-from-Silhouettes

Figure 1 illustrates a visual hull reconstructed by
SfS[1]. Even if the correct silhouettes of a target object
are extracted from multiview images, the visual hull
includes false-positives as well as the real shape of the
object. The false-positives are called phantom volumes.
While the amount of them is reduced as the number
of the cameras grows, it is essentially impossible to
remove them in the concave regions of the object.
Despite the phantom volumes, SfS is widely used for

human shape reconstruction. This is because silhou-
ette extraction is easier than stereo point correspon-
dence in a studio, and dense and smooth surface points
are obtained.
The smooth points allow us to estimate their surface

normals as follows. The surface points, where their one
or more neighboring points are outside the visual hull,
are extracted. Then, at each surface point, an outward
vector that is perpendicular to the local tangent plane
defined by the surface points is regarded as the normal.

2.2 Accurate Multiview Stereo

Although early works in multiview stereo matches
all points independently, recent approaches find the
points on the surface that minimizes a global photo-
metric consistency with smoothness constraints (e.g.
optimized by level sets[8], and EM[9]). Novel tech-
niques can reconstruct normals as well as 3D points;
for example, patch-based multiview stereo[10].
While multiview stereo can reconstruct accurate 3D

positions, it has a big disadvantage for human shape re-
construction; most cloth has less texture, which makes
point correspondence difficult. This difficulty causes
incorrect reconstruction and lack of the surface.
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Figure 2. Images captured from multi viewpoints.
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Figure 3. Poisson surface reconstruction from a
visual hull and a point cloud using multiview im-
ages shown Fig. 2.

2.3 Existing Approaches for improving SfS and
Multiview Stereo

The most popular approach for refining a visual hull
is space carving[2]. The visual hull, which is an ini-
tial shape, is carved gradually until photometric con-
sistency is satisfied between multiviews. Other con-
straints such as smoothness can be also optimized
(e.g. using continuous local optimization by gradi-
ent descent[3], discrete global optimization by graph
cuts[4, 5], and continuous global optimization[6]).
Photometric consistency becomes more powerful by

employing artificial textures on a target surface. Col-
ored patches on the cloth surface[11] can be used for
human shape reconstruction.
For reconstructing a structurally-known shape such

as a human shape, the shape model (e.g. articulated
mesh[7]) is useful for improving accuracy and robust-
ness to noise.
The approaches mentioned in this section have the

following limitations:

• Gradual carving from a visual hull tends to fall
into local optima.

• Specially-colored cloth is unavailable in natural
scenarios.

• The articulated model with rigid motion of limbs
is inapplicable to non-rigid loose-fitting clothing
such as a skirt, floaty dress, or Japanese kimono.

2.4 Poisson Surface Reconstruction

3D surface reconstruction from 3D points is a pop-
ular problem in Computer Graphics for producing
movies and so on. In contrast to simple meshing such

as Marching Cubes[12], an implicit function framework
is good at filling of surface holes and smooth mesh-
ing of existing points. In this paper, Poisson surface
reconstruction[13] is employed. The Poisson formula-
tion is applied to the oriented points for coping with
noise. As well as the 3D position, the orientation,
which is equal to the surface normal, is required in
Poisson formulation.
Figure 3 shows the results of Poisson surface recon-

struction from a visual hull (left) and a point cloud re-
constructed by multiview stereo[10] (right) using eight-
viewpoint images shown in Fig. 2. For emphasizing the
limitations of each method, specially-colored clothing
was used for easy reconstruction. While the visual hull
produces the feasible surface with no deleted body-
regions, several body-regions (e.g. feet) are missing in
the one reconstructed from the stereo point cloud. This
is because no valid point correspondence was obtained
in these regions. From the stereo point cloud, on the
other hand, thin sleeves are reconstructed correctly al-
though phantom volumes make the sleeves thicker than
the real shape.
Our goal is to acquire 3D oriented points that allow

Poisson surface reconstruction to generate the accurate
surface of the whole human body.

3 Direct Shape Carving using SfS and Mul-
tiview Stereo

Existing approaches in space carving gradually re-
move surface points in a visual hull until photometric
consistency is satisfied. Photometric consistency could
be satisfied before the reconstructed surface reaches
the real surface.
Instead of gradual update, our method directly

accepts surface points reconstructed by multiview
stereo[10] and then remove the visual hull points out-
side the points accepted. To this end, technical issues
are as follows:

• Accept only reliable oriented points reconstructed
by multiview stereo, which are not inconsistent
with the visual hull.

• Find and remove visual hull points that interrupt
the view lines from cameras to the accepted stereo
points.

First of all, SfS and multiview stereo are applied to
images independently. We rely on points reconstructed
by multiview stereo, except the ones whose normals
are inconsistent with those of the visual hull. This is
because:

• accuracy of the normals gets much lower where
the reconstructed points are sparse (while dense
points are obtained in every surface by SfS, stereo
might reconstruct sparse points in textureless re-
gions) and

• inconsistent normals, which might be observed
where stereo points are reconstructed sparsely
near the surface of the visual hull, make it dif-
ficult to apply the Poisson formula.

Based on the criteria above, a stereo point is removed
if 1) it is close to the surface of the visual hull and 2)
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Figure 4. Shape carving by testing ray intersec-
tion with a bounding box.

Figure 5. Images captured from multi viewpoints.

Over-carved

Surface Surface and normals
Figure 6. Poisson surface reconstruction from
all stereo points and the remaining visual hull
points. Green lines indicate normals.

Surface Surface and normals
Figure 7. Poisson surface reconstruction using our
method.

its normal is significantly different from the normal of
the nearest visual hull surface. Specifically, if 1) the
distance to the nearest visual hull surface is shorter
than wll, where l and wl denote the side length of a
voxel and a constant, respectively, and 2) the angle be-
tween the normals of the stereo point of interest and
the nearest visual surface is larger than a threshold,
θa, the stereo point of interest is removed. In our ex-
periments, wl = 8 and θa = 30 degrees.

Like ray tracing, each of the remaining stereo points
is projected onto the image planes in which the point
is extracted. If the ray hits one or more points re-
constructed by SfS, these points are removed as phan-
tom volumes. Actually, the bounding box around each
point is prepared for this intersection test[14]; if the
ray crosses the box, its respective visual hull point is
removed.

For this intersection test, the size of the bounding
box is critical. If the size is smaller/larger, visual
hull points that must be removed/remained are re-
mained/removed incorrectly. The size is determined in
accordance with the distance between the stereo point

of interest and its nearest stereo point. Figure 4 il-
lustrates this intersection test. Given a stereo point,
s1 and its nearest point, s2, the size of the bounding
box is equal to the cube whose center is s1 and that
passes s2. This bounding box is located in every vi-
sual hull point (e.g. box b1 is located in point v1 in
Fig. 4). Assume that s1 is reconstructed by cameras
1 and 2, whose projection centers are c1 and c2, re-
spectively. Since the ray from s1 to c1 (denoted by
l1) passes through b1, v1 is removed. v0 and v2 are
also removed because l1 passes through their bonding
boxes. Similarly, v3 and v4 are also removed because
their bounding boxes are on the way of l2 that is from
s1 to c2.
Finally, with the remaining stereo points and visual

hull points, the 3D surface is acquired by Poisson sur-
face reconstruction[13].
As mentioned above, our method consists of pruning

stereo points and carving visual hull points. Carving is
essentially required as in the way of space carving. On
the other hand, one might use all stereo points with
no pruning because careful optimization in multiview
stereo obtains correct 3D points.
Figure 6, which shows the surface reconstructed from

images in Fig. 5, is a typical example that proves the
demand of the pruning. The left-hand image is the sur-
face reconstructed from all stereo points, the remaining
visual hull points, and their normals, which are shown
in the right-hand image. Although the points of the
left hand were reconstructed, it was over-carved. This
was caused due to sparse scattered normals in that
region; see the right-hand image. These scattered nor-
mals make the Poisson formulation difficult to solve.
In contrast to Fig. 6, the result of our method (Fig.

7) looks better because of smooth normals even in the
hand region. This is why pruning scattered normals is
required before surface reconstruction.

To prove the performance of our method in carving
phantom volumes, the surfaces reconstructed by space
carving with graph-cuts[5] and our method were com-
pared. The results are shown in Fig. 8: space carving
with graph-cuts (left) and our method (right). The
phantom volumes remained in the result of space carv-
ing, while our method could successfully carve them.
It can be also seen that the surface of space carving
was very bumpy. This might be caused due to local
optima in carving.

4 Experiments with Image Sequences

Our method was applied to multiview image se-
quences for validating the effectiveness of our method.
Figures 9 – 14 show observed images and the results

of surface reconstruction from them. For comparison,
the results by space carving[5] are also shown. All
silhouettes and parameters in Poisson surface recon-
struction were same between two methods (i.e. space
carving and our method). All the results were obtained
from eight cameras. The cameras were located around
a subject. If a camera was located so that it looked
down on the subject from the above, it could reduce
phantom volumes efficiently by SfS, especially those
surrounded by the arms. But no camera was located
above the subject for examining the performance of
carving them under stringent conditions. It can be
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Figure 8. Poisson surface reconstruction from the
results of space carving and our method using
multiview images shown Fig. 2.

Figure 9. Dance sequence: observed images.

Figure 10. Dance sequence: space carving[5].

Figure 11. Dance sequence: our method.

Figure 12. Throwing sequence: observed images.

Figure 13. Throwing sequence: space carving[5].

Figure 14. Throwing sequence: our method.

seen that our method could reconstruct smooth sur-
faces with less phantom volumes in contrast to space
carving.

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposed 3D oriented point reconstruc-
tion from multiviews. The method employs two kinds
of point sets reconstructed by SfS and optimized mul-
tiview stereo. For sorting out these two kinds of the
point sets, a two-phased point removal is achieved: 1)
pruning based on irregularity of the normals of the
points and 2) carving along the rays from the opti-
mized stereo points to the cameras that observe the
points of interest.
Future work includes reoptimization around bound-

aries between the points reconstructed by SfS and mul-
tiview stereo for a more smooth surface.
The source codes of PMVS[10], Poisson surface

reconstruction[13], and space carving with graph-
cuts[5] were given by Y. Furukawa, M. Kazhdan, and
S. Nobuhara, respectively.
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